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Wedding Highlights Film - A highly stylized, fully cinematic 4-6 minute video set to music that will capture all the important moments of the day including preparation,
the ceremony and the reception. This will include background music and also sound bites.

Feature film - Ceremony and reception Footage from 3 HD cameras will be pieced together to produce a beautiful wedding film. Usually 40-70mins long.
it will have chapter breakdown for easy viewing.

Delivery - We will deliver the finished wedding film on  BluRay Disc, the number is dependent on package you choose.
The Highlights Film will also be uploaded online to share with family and friends on social media sites.

Equipment - 2 HD Cameras at all times. During the ceremony we shoot with 3 HD cameras to make sure we don't miss a single moment. Audio s captured externally
using 3 different sources to guarantee perfect audio as much as we can every time.

CINEMATIC WEDDING VIDEO BRONZE PACKAGE  $1750

CINEMATIC WEDDING VIDEO SILVER PACKAGE  $2650

CINEMATIC WEDDING VIDEO GOLD PACKAGE  $3550

WELCOME PORTFOLIO CINEMA BLOG PRODUCTS CONTACT

PACKAGES CHECK AVAILABILTY

Our Bronze package is best suited for those whose wedding (prep, ceremony
and reception) is happening in the same location.
There is usually not enough time in the 5 hour time frame to include prep
shots,but the choice is yours how you decide to allocate the 5 hours.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

* Cinematic coverage of preparation, ceremony and reception (as needed)
* up to 5 hours total coverage 
* 4-6 min Highlight video OR * 40-70 min documentary feature film 
* Highlight featured on website
* 1 blu ray disc in collector case. (if Feature film option is selected)
* 1 Cinematographers, 3 HD Camera
* Professional Audio Capture


Our Silver package is best suited for those who need more of their big day
covered. they understand the speed at which the day goes by and will like to
capture as much of the day as possible.

There is just enough time in the 8 hour time frame to include some prep shots,
and cover up to the end of the reception. The start to end time of shooting is
decided by the couple.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

*Prep, ceremony, and reception coverage (for up to 8 hours.)

* up to 8 hours total coverage 

* 4-6 min Highlight video

* 40-70 min documentary feature film 
* Professional Audio Capture

* Highlight featured on website

* 1 Blu ray disc in collector case. 
* 2 Cinematographers, 3 HD Camera

Our GOLD package is best suited for those who need the most of their big
day covered. they understand the speed at which the day goes by and will like
to capture from earlier in the day till the grand exit . Everything in the Silver package plus:
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ADDITIONAL ADD ON OPTIONS
-Extra Blu-Ray or DVD                                                                          $25
- Highlight film OR feature film Add on to Bronze package                   $250
-Additional hours                                                                                  $250
-Aerial Cinematography ***                                                                  $350
-One minute Sneak Peek Edit (up to 3 days turnaround time)             $250
-Three Minute Same Day Edit                                                              $400
-Love Story/concept Film ( shown in Reception)                                  $350
-Raw Footage and finished product                                                      $300  (Hard drive provided by client)
- price per mile, for every mile over 40miles from 75080                         $5 

*** Aerial Cinematography is weather and location permitting.

There is enough time in the 12 hour time frame to include the preparation from
hair and make up, candid sunset session before or after ceremony up till the
grand exit . The start to end time of shooting is decided by the couple.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

* Extra 4 hours (total of 12 hours)
* Candid Sunset session on wedding day ( depending on your timeline)
*Aerial Cinematography (dependent on location and weather condition)


PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGES CHECK AVAILABILITY
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Delivery - We will deliver your edited photo on a custom USB, with print Release, about 4-8 weeks after your wedding. Some of them will also be hosted on our blog.

Prints- We partner with major professional labs and vendors to make sure all our print products are top of the line. please see our different print products in the A la
Carte section.

CHIC PACKAGE  $1400

MIDLINE PACKAGE  $2100

DELUXE PACKAGE  $2950

WELCOME PORTFOLIO CINEMA BLOG PRODUCTS CONTACT

 PHOTO PACKAGES CHECK AVAILABILTY

Just like our bronze video package, our CHIC package is best suited for those
whose wedding (prep, ceremony and reception) is happening in the same
location.
There is usually not enough time in the 5 hour time frame to include prep
shots,but the choice is yours how you decide to allocate the 5 hours.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

*Unlimited photographs
* All photos on custom Flash drive
*Max of 5hours
*Print Release



Our Midline package is best suited for those who need more of their big day
covered. they understand the speed at which the day goes by and will like to
capture as much of the day as possible.

There is just enough time in the 8 hour time frame to include some prep shots,
and cover up to the end of the reception. The start to end time of shooting is
decided by the couple.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

*Unlimited Photos
*1 hour optional engagement Session OR
* 1 hour optional Bridal Portrait session
*Optional Slide show of pre-wedding/ engagement photos
* all photos on custom flash drives
* up to 8hours coverage
* Print Release


Our Deluxe package is best suited for those who need the most of their big
day covered. they understand the speed at which the day goes by and will like
to capture from earlier in the day till the grand exit .

There is enough time in the 12 hour time frame to include the preparation from
hair and make up, candid sunset session before or after ceremony up till the
grand exit . The start to end time of shooting is decided by the couple.

* Additional hours and other extras can be bought from our A la carte section.

*Unlimited Photographs
*all photo on custom flash drives
* Ten High quality 8x10 press printed enlargement prints
* 1 hour optional Bridal Portrait session
*1 hour optional engagement Session 
* up to 12hours coverage
*Optional Slide show of pre wedding photos
* Print Release
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A LA CARTE SERVICE
10X14 Flush Mount Album 16 pages               $900

Extra hour                                                         $300/hour
Additional Photographer                                    $100/hour
20x30 Canvas print enlargement                              $350
16x20 Canvas print enlargement                              $250 

****Prices subject to changes without notice*****
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